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A B S T R A C T

The fabrication of shape memory alloy (SMA) based products requires the precise bending and high-temperature
training of SMA wires to obtain desired two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) patterns. In the ty-
pical fabrication process, SMA wire is bent and fixed in a pre-built mold and is trained using a furnace. However,
in the small batch production, the fabrication of a mold that can be put in a high-temperature oven is costly and
requires a long time to fabricate. A novel SMA wire bending process using vat photopolymerization (VPP) is
presented in this paper. A rotary wire extruding system was designed to control the feeding speed of the fed wire
and the bending of the wire into the desired shape. The wire bending process was enabled by utilizing a VPP tool
that was immersed in liquid resin to selectively cure the resin to firmly fix the extruded SMA wire on a substrate.
An air bubble assisted separation process was developed to address the separation of the cured resin from the
immersed VPP tool. After the bending of the SMA wire into the desired shape, the SMA wire was connected to an
electric current to heat the wire to a high temperature required by the training process so the SMA wire can
memorize the fabricated pattern. Finally, the photocured fixtures deposited by the VPP tool were dissolved by a
chemical solution and the bent SMA wire was detached from the fixture that was ready to use. The developed
numerically controlled wire bending process is flexible for designed patterns and can fabricate SMA wires into
2D/3D shapes without specific molds or tedious manual work. Several test cases were performed to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the newly developed SMA wire bending process.

1. Introduction

Shape memory alloys (SMA) were first invented by Arne Ölander in
1932 [1], which possess shape memory and superelastic effects. The
shape memory effect reverses the SMAs under plastic deformation and
restores the undeformed shape in a raised temperature. The superelastic
effect (also called pseudo-elasticity effect) reverses the SMAs to un-
deformed shape after the removal of a relatively high external strain at
a low temperature. This unique property is due to the changes in the
crystallographic structure depending on the temperature. At a low
temperature, the SMAs will be in the martensite state where SMAs are
easy to be deformed. While in a raised temperature, the SMAs return
into a uniform austenite state, which has the same macroscope shape as
the pre-deformed shape.

The shape memory effect and the superelastic effect provide lots of
engineering opportunities for SMA wires in various fields, including

automotive, aerospace, robotic and biomedical industries. For example,
in the automobile industry, the demands of comfort, efficiency, and
safety increase the use of “smart” components such as micro-actuators,
and sensors used in vehicles. The SMAs actuators, due to their light-
weight and small size properties, provided better performance on ve-
hicles compared with conventional actuators [2]. It was reported that
the fuel door actuator made from SMA wire was 70 % lighter than the
conventional direct current (DC) actuator. The rear-view mirror
folding, the climate control flaps adjustment, and the lock and latch
controls have all taken advantage of shape memory alloys [3,4].

Similarly, in the aerospace industry, SMA couplings were used on
the plane due to the properties such as high dynamic load and geo-
metric shape constrain [5]. Other aerospace components such as
structural connectors, vibration dampers, sealers, release or deploy-
ment mechanisms, inflatable structure, manipulators, and pathfinder
applications also took advantage of shape memory alloys [6,7]. In the
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robotic field, shape memory alloys were first used as micro-actuators or
electric muscles in the 1980s [8]. In recent years, the traditional robot
components such as robotic joint, gripper, micro-wheel, and bio-mimic
finger were designed using the SMA actuator [8–10,13]. In the bio-
medical industry, SMAs were widely used in biomedical devices in-
cluding teeth braces, endodontics, stents, medical tweezers, sutures,
and anchors due to their high corrosion resistance and biocompatibility
[10–12].

A large portion of the devices mentioned above were fabricated
from SMA wires. For example, the SMA actuators such as a bio-mimic
finger, linear actuator, electronic muscle, and the SMA fixtures, in-
cluding teeth braces and heart stents, were all bent or reshaped from
SMA wires. However, there is a lack of high precision and fast manu-
facturing process to shape and train SMA wires.

1.1. Traditional SMA wire bending process

Given the demands of SMA in industrial fields, several fabrication
processes have been developed. Most of the SMA-wire-based devices
use simple shapes such as spring shape or straight line as actuators
mainly because of easy fabrication. Actuators in these simple shapes
can be fabricated by a molding process, in which the SMA is bent and
fixed into a pre-built mold, and a raised temperature is applied for SMA
to memorize the formed shape. However, the molding approach sig-
nificantly restricts the design freedom, so the SMA wires can only have
simple and mostly one-dimensional (1D) shapes. For the SMA products
with more complex shapes such as dental teeth braces and vessel stents,
people usually have to rely on manual works, which is time-consuming
with low accuracy.

To make use of the intrinsic multi-directional actuating capability of
SMA, a few efforts have been made to investigate the bending and
training process of a SMA wire to form complex three-dimensional (3D)
shapes. Kaori Kuribayashi developed a self-deployable origami SMA
stent with a folding method [14,15]. A laser machining process of the
SMA tubing catheter was invented by Tung et al. [16]. Also, a sophis-
ticated robot to bend SMA braces was developed by Gilbert [17]. The
use of a bending robot increased the fabrication speed and accuracy.
However, it can only provide the first order bending, while the other
two dimensional bending needs to be accommodated with the standard
bending process. Rodrigue, et al. used PDMS as a soft mold to fabricate
SMA with complex geometric shapes [18]. A double molding technique
was used to fabricate low stiffness SMA wires into multiple curved
features. More recently, Elwany et al. investigated the use of the se-
lective laser sintering process to directly fabricate SMA wires with lo-
cation-specific properties [19].

1.2. Contributions

Although many efforts have been made previously, the numerically
controlled bending of SMA wires into complex 2D/3D patterns is still
expensive and time-consuming. One key challenge is, compared to the
conventional metal wire bending process, the SMA wire bending re-
quires a mold as the fixture of the wire during the high-temperature
training process [20]. Otherwise, the SMA wire will bounce back during
the heat training process because of the shape memory effect. However,
the fabrication of the mold significantly increases the cost and de-
creases the fabrication speed.

In this paper, we present a mold-free and numerical controlled SMA
wire bending process by integrating one of the additive manufacturing
(AM) processes, vat photopolymerization (VPP), during the wire
bending process. We used VPP to dynamically build a set of polymer-
based fixtures to enable the bending the SMA wire using a numerically
controlled bender. Consequently, a spool of SMA wire can be bent into a
designed pattern that was digitally defined in a computer aided design
(CAD) system. The hardware and software systems of the VPP-based
SMA wire bender are presented in the paper. A critical issue on

reducing the separation force between the VPP tool and the photocured
fixtures during the wire bending process was solved using an air bubble
as the curing interface of the VPP tool. We performed several designed
test cases to verify the developed wire bending process. The fabrication
quality of the wire bending results was analyzed to understand the
precision of the developed wire bending process.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the recent research related to this work. Section 3 discusses the
principle of the SMA wire bending process. Section 4 demonstrates the
hardware and software systems to that have been developed realize the
desired wire bending results. Section 5 investigates the air bubble as-
sisted separation method to achieve strong fixture of the SMA wire and
to reduce the separation force between the photocured fixtures and the
VPP tool. Section 6 discusses the SMA training and fixture removal
processes. Section 7 presents several test cases to demonstrate the
capability of the numerically controlled wire bending process. Finally,
Section 8 concludes the paper with future work.

2. Related works

The vat photopolymerization process is one of the most widely used
AM processes. The original stereolithography apparatus (SLA) was in-
vented by Charles Hull in the 1980s. The SLA process can fabricate 3D
models by selectively converting liquid photocurable resin into solid
using a controlled ultraviolet (UV) laser. When exposed to UV light, the
photoinitiator mixed in the liquid resin will trigger the photo-
polymerization process of the liquid resin to form solid polymer. A
bottom-up-based SLA process will constrain the liquid resin into 100
microns layers by controlling the gap between the printed layers and
the resin tank. In addition to the galvanometer-mirror-based laser, more
VPP systems nowadays use a digital micromirror device (DMD) with a
light source to selectively solidify a thin layer of liquid resin into de-
sired 2D patterns.

In recent years, efforts on developing non-layer-based VPP processes
to achieve multi-material, multi-scale, and multi-function fabrication
capability have been made. In our previous work, Chen et al. developed
a layerless additive manufacturing process named CNC accumulation
[21]. In the CNC accumulation process, an optical fiber was used to
directly send UV energy to a spot inside the liquid resin. Hence, by
controlling the on/off state of the UV-LED and the multi-axis motion of
the optical fiber, a physical model can be built by selectively curing
liquid resin into solid by following a planned toolpath. Based on the
idea, Pan et al. developed a set of optical fiber tools with various sizes
and shapes [22]. The additional accumulation tools increased the ac-
cumulation speed and shape complexity of CNC accumulation. Re-
cently, an immersion-based stereolithography process called linear
immersed sweeping accumulation (LISA) was developed by Mao et al.
[23]. LISA utilized an immersed linear accumulation tool using a gal-
vanometer-mirror-controlled laser to fabricate 3D shapes line by line.
The resin will be exposed to a moving line pattern during the solidifi-
cation process. Hence the LISA process is much faster than the point-
based CNC accumulation method. Li and Chen [24] further developed a
surface-based CNC accumulation process using a DMD, which can
achieve a good balance between fabrication speed, feature resolution,
and shape flexibility.

Based on the previous study of the CNC accumulation processes, this
paper presents a numerical controlled wire bending process that uses an
immersed VPP tool to selectively cure liquid resin into solid fixtures.
Consequently, the dynamically built fixtures can be used to facilitate
the wire bending process as well as the SMA wire training process.

3. VPP-based wire bending process

The VPP-based SMA wire bending process is shown in Fig. 1. Firstly,
An input computer-aided design (CAD) model of a wire pattern is
converted into the tool path for the VPP-based wire bending system.
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Then, based on the tool path, a SMA wire is bent dynamically using the
cured fixtures, which are fabricated on the substrate by the immersed
VPP accumulation tool in liquid resin. The cured liquid resin embeds
and fixes the bent SMA wire into the desired pattern on the substrate.
The fixed positions of the SMA wire are numerically controlled by a 4-
axis moving platform. The bending of the SMA wire is facilitated by the
designed fixtures that are dynamically cured during the wire bending
process. After the wire has been bent into the designed pattern, the SMA
wire and the substrate will be taken out of the resin tank. The SMA wire
is then applied with 1.6 Amps current to raise its temperature over 500
℃ to train the wire. After the SMA training process, the programmed
shape pattern was memorized by the SMA wire. Consequently, the
polymer fixtures can then be dissolved using a chemical solution or by
manual work at the room temperature. The trained SMA wire now can
be deformed to any shape but it will quickly return to the initially
trained shape when the wire is exposed to a raised temperature.

Fig. 2 shows the schematic illustration of a SMA wire bending
process, including the wire bending unit and an immersed VPP tool
related to the SMA wire. The wire bending unit extrudes and twists the
SMA wire so the wire can be deformed into the designed shape defined
by the CAD model. The immersed VPP tool builds solidified fixtures
using the liquid photocurable resin to facilitate the bending of the SMA
wire and to maintain its shape during the SMA wire training process
with a raised temperature over 500 °C.

The wire extruding system is designed to feed, bend, and deposit the
SMA wire from a spool into any controlled positions over time. A wire
extruder guides a spool of SMA wire to a planned position, where a UV
laser shoots a focused spot to fix the wire on the substrate. The fed SMA

wire will be bend by a wire extruder nozzle into the designed shape and
fixed by photocured resin onto the substrate. In order to bend the wire
into any curved shape, the wire extruder was mounted on a rotary stage
to extrude the SMA wire in 360 degrees on the surface of the substrate.
Both the wire extruder and the laser guiding tube are mounted on a XYZ
liner stage. By numerically control the linear movement of the wire
extruder and the laser dot as well as the rotation of the wire extruder,
the shape of the bent SMA wire can be digitally controlled by fixing it
on the bottom substrate (see Fig. 3).

The immersed VPP tool provides a UV laser beam on the bent SMA
wire, which is submerged inside the liquid photocurable resin. The li-
quid resin surrounding the SMA wire will be solidified after the ex-
posure to the UV laser beam. Hence the solidified resin will fixe the
SMA wire firmly on the substrate. With the aid of the fixture, the SMA
wire can now be continuously bent into a target shape. Different from
the layer-based SLA that also uses a laser, the immersed VPP tool has a
metal tube to guide the laser energy inside liquid resin to selectively
cure the resin around the wire so that the SMA wire can be accurately
bent into a desired shape.

Some other design considerations for using the immersed VPP tool
to fix the SMA wire during the wire bending process include the fol-
lowing considerations. (1) The solidified resin needs to have sufficient
Young’s modulus (e.g., the resin we used from Formlabs has Young’s
Modulus of 1.6 GPa [20]). Compared to PDMS (1.36MPa, 10:1 PDMS)
[21], the photocured polymer can better serve as the wire fixture that
will not change its shape under the external bending force. (2) The
immersed VPP tool can cure resin on both a flat surface and a curved
surface. The fixture fabrication on a curved surface requires one to pre-
fabricate a 3D substrate that has the designed curved surface to fix SMA
wire into 3D shape. As shown in our previous work, photocured fixtures
can be fabricated on a curved substrate using the build-around-insert
capability enabled by the five-axis computer numerical controlled
(CNC) accumulation process [22–26]. Consequently, a SMA wire can be
bent on the curved surface during the wire bending process to enable
the bending of the SMA wire into a 3D curved pattern.

Fig. 1. Workflow of the wire bending process. (a) Digital design of a wire bending pattern; (b) numerically controlled wire bending; (c) bent SMA wire with
dynamically cured polymer fixtures; (d) heat training of the SMA wire; (e) polymer fixture dissolving in the chemical solution; (f) automatic shape recovery of the
trained SMA wire in a raised temperature; and (g) error analysis result after the shape recovery.

Fig. 2. An illustration of the SMA wire bending process. (a) The immersed VPP
process to dynamically cure fixtures for the bent wire; and (b) the wire bending
process using the immersed VPP tool.
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4. Hardware and software design

A prototype system has been developed to verify the VPP-based
SMA wire bending process. The main hardware and software systems
were designed with a 4-axis linear system, a rotation stage, and an
immersed VPP tool.

4.1. Hardware design

A 3-axis XYZ linear stage was used to control the position of the
immersed VPP tool and the wire extruder (see Fig. 3-left). The im-
mersed VPP tool included a 405 nm UV laser diode (0.27W), a laser
guide tube whose diameter was 10mm, a 5mL syringe to control the air
bubble formed on the tip, and a rotary stage that was mounted on the
XYZ linear stage (see Fig. 3-right). The laser diode shot a laser beam
whose diameter was controlled to be around 0.5mm. The laser diode
can be dynamically turned on and off. When the UV laser was turned
on, the laser power was controlled to be 270mW. The laser beam
passed through the center of the laser guide tube, and when it was
turned on all the liquid resin under the laser beam would be cured. The
air bubble controlling syringe was connected to the laser guide tube to
control the air pressure inside the tube so that positive air pressure was
maintained to form an air bubble that prevented liquid resin from
flowing inside the tube. The rotation stage was mounted collinearly
with the center of the laser guide tube so that the rotation of the wire
bending tool only changed the direction of the wire extruder. The wire
extruder had a nozzle whose diameter was 0.8mm to allow any SMA
wires with smaller diameter sizes to pass through. The wire extruder
has the four-axis motion control capability including a 3-xis linear stage
and a rotary stage. A 200mm×200mm glass resin tank with a re-
movable building platform was used as the test substrate for the SMA
wire bending system. The SMA wire used in the bending test had the
diameter of 150 microns (purchased from Flexinol Inc.). The controller
was an Arduino mega 2560 board, which integrated the control board
and the driver board to control the 4-axis motion. The software used in
the control board was the Marlin open-source 3D printing firmware.
Table 1 lists the main components used in the SMA wire bending
system.

The distance between the wire extruder and the laser spot needs to
be controlled to prevent the nozzle used in the wire extruder from
clogging. That is, the substrate may reflect the light of the laser spot and
the reflected light can be absorbed by the surrounding resin. Usually,
the reflected laser energy is weak and will not be able to cure liquid
resin in a short time. However, if the resin around the nozzle of the wire
extruder is continuously exposed to the reflected laser light during the

entire fabrication process, the accumulated energy may still be able to
cure some resin on the tip of the nozzle, which will block the wire
extruder. The minimum distance between the laser spot and the wire
extruder would depend on the laser beam size and the laser energy as
well as the light reflection property of the substrate. For a bigger laser
spot size and higher laser energy, a larger distance is required to avoid
the clogging of the wire extruder. In our experiment, the minimum gap
between the nozzle and the laser spot dmin was set at 5mm for the laser
power P= 270 mW, laser spot size d=500 μm, and the laser guide
tube size dn=10mm. The same parameters were used in all the test
cases.

4.2. Software design

The wire bending software system controls the moving path of the
UV laser beam, the rotation angle of the wire extruder, and the laser
on/off status. The software was designed based on the laser-based CNC
accumulation process [21]. The tool path of a straight line was the same
as the laser-based CNC accumulation tool path. However, since an ad-
ditional rotation stage was added to the setup, the tool path of a curved
line was converted into a polygonal chain first (see Fig. 4). A curve was
divided into several small line segments with equal central angle θ.

Fig. 3. The SMA wire bending system design.

Table 1
Main components of the wire bending system.

Component Parameter Description

Laser λ =405 nm Wavelength
P=0–270mW Power
dl= 500 μm Diameter

Wire extruder de= 0.8mm Diameter
Rotary stage res = °0.01
Syringe v =5mL
SMA wire dw =150 μm Flexinol

Fig. 4. An illustration of the wire bending tool path.
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Accordingly, the polygonal tool path was created by connecting the
chord of each small segment. Then the rotation angle α between each
cord can be obtained as α=(180-θ). By decreasing the central angle of
each line segment, the polygonal chain would become a close approx-
imation of the given curve. Consequently, we can achieve relatively
robust and accurate wire bending results.

The VPP-based wire bending tool path was encoded by modifying
the standard G-code used in the fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D
printers. We added two additional commands to the conventional
commands defined in the G-codes as following:

• L: stands for laser on/off state and the used power. The number
following “L” indicates the power of the laser, “0” means “off” and
“1” means “on”.

• H: stands for the rotation axis. The number following “H” indicates
the rotation angle in the unit of degree.

The G-code modified for the 4-axis motion stage can now realize the
control of both linear XYZ position and the rotation, as well as the
pulse-width modulation (PWM) control of the laser diode. An example
of the G-code is shown in Table 2.

5. Air bubble separation

A key challenge to be addressed in the VPP-based wire bending
process is how to detach the cured resin from the immersed VPP tool
inside liquid resin. That is, the VPP tool used in the wire bending
process is fully immersed inside liquid resin. Hence the tool will have a
laser curing tip and the cured resin will naturally stick to the laser tip
instead of the bottom substrate. The building process will then fail if the
cured resin cannot be detached from the VPP tool and the SMA wire
will not be firmly fixed at a desired position on the substrate. Also, the
resin surrounding the laser tip may be solidified by the scattered laser
beam after a certain time, which will further increase the required se-
paration force to peel off the cured resin from the laser tip. Fig. 5(a)
shows the consequence of a failed separation test case for a tip using a
Teflon film.

To address the sticking resin issue, a novel air bubble-assisted se-
paration process has been developed in this work, in which the laser
energy is directly guided onto the desired region of liquid resin with a
minimal detaching force at the same time. Here we used anadditional
syringe to push out a stable air bubble at the bottom outlet of the laser
guide tube. A higher air pressure we used inside the tube prevented
liquid resin from flowing into the laser guide tube. When the laser was
on, the laser beam shot through the guide tube on the center of the air
bubble. Consequently, the liquid resin under the air bubble was cured
and would attach to the substrate since the attaching force to the air
bubble is relatively small (see Fig. 5b). The gap between the air bubble

and the building substrate should be smaller than the curing depth of
the used liquid resin. In our test, the cure depth is around 1.5mm based
on the designed cure depth tests [26]. Accordingly, we controlled the
gap Z=1mm for the laser power P= 80 mW and the moving speed of
the VPP tool v=1mm/s.

The building result of a 25mm straight line is shown in Fig. 5(c) and
(d). The results show that no cured resin sticks on the VPP tool tip
because the separation force between the cured resin and the air bubble
surface is smaller than the attaching force of the cured resin to the
bottom substrate. Hence the cured resin will stick on the bottom sub-
strate with the SMA wire firmly sealed inside the photocured polymer.
We also noticed that the starting point of the cured resin had a circular
dent while the other part of the resin had a relatively smooth surface.
The reason for the dent is because the upper constrain of liquid resin
was an air bubble whose interface was defined by the air pressure and
the surface tension of the liquid resin [27]. Consequently, the top sur-
face of the cured resin was not flat. However, such a surface defect or
inaccuracy of the cured fixtures is not important in our SMA wire
bending process since the wire bending precision will not be affected by
the shape of the cured fixtures. Actually, after the wire training process,
all the polymer fixtures will be removed from the wire. Hence the de-
veloped air bubble-assisted VPP tool is appropriate for the SMA wire
bending process.

6. SMA wire training and resin removal

The shape memory alloy used in our tests was TiNi alloy from
Flexinol Incorporated. The resistance and the pulling force of the wire
when heated are given in Table 3 [28]. In this work, the TiNi alloy wire
that we used has a diameter of 0.15mm, and its resistance is 75 Ohms/
meter. The pulling forces of the SMA wire when heated is 321 g. The
TiNi SMA wire can be trained using a raised temperature of over 500 ℃
so that the martensite structure transforms into austenite [29]. There
are plenty of heating methods that can be used to train the SMA wire.
The SMA wire training method used in this study was to apply a con-
trolled electric current on the bent SMA wire for a specific time. The
heating temperature is governed by the following equation.

= +T I
d

I
d

16.383 3.987( )max
2

(1)

Tmax is the highest temperature of the SMA wire (℃); I is the applied
current (Amp); and d is the diameter size of the SMA wire (mm). In our
work =T 500max ℃, =d 0.15 mm, and =I 1.40 A. The accurate tem-
perature of the SMA wire during the training process was measured by a
TG165 spot thermal camera to ensure the SMA fully transform to aus-
tenite.

After the SMA wire training, the polymer fixture were dissolved
using a chemical solution. Lots of acid etchants can be used to dissolve
photocurable resin [30]. We used apiranha solution composed of one
volume of 96 % sulfuric acid and one volume of 30 % hydrogen per-
oxide. The solution is commonly used to clean the residual polymer on
silicon wafers. The dissolving temperature was set at 70 ℃. It took over
2 h to dissolve the photocured polymer that was used as the fixture of
the SMA wire to the extent that the wire can be manually separated
from the fixture. Other combinations of photocurable resins and etching
solutions can also be used in the SMA wire bending process.

7. Experimental results

A prototype system has been built for the VPP-based SMA wire
bending process. The system was constructed using a desktop 3D
printer (Alunar) and integrated the wire feeding system, the VPP tool,
and the related air bubble control system into the printer (Fig. 6). Both
basic and more complex shapes were designed to test the capability of
the constructed VPP-based wire bending system. We demonstrated the
controlled bending results using both continuous resin fixtures and

Table 2
A G-code example.

Line G-code Description

N010 L0 Initialization of laser
N020 G29 Tool homing
N030 G01 Z190 F100 Move Z stage
N040 G01 X50 Y60 F100 Move X, Y stages
N050 L80 Turn on laser
N060 G01 X80 F100
… … …
N200 G01 H161.1 F500 Rotate stage
N210 G01 X84.5 Y89.2 F100
N220 G01 H179.0 F500
N230 G01 X79.9 Y89.9 F100
… … …
N500 L0 Laser off
N510 G29 Tool homing
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discrete resin fixtures. The error analysis and the related improvement
suggestions are presented at the end of this section.

7.1. Test cases using simple geometries

Fig. 7(a) and (b) show two bent wires using the VPP-based wire
bending process to fabricate some basic shapes. The bending results
verify the feasibility of the VPP-based wire bending process. The tool-
paths of the laser and the wire extruder were computed from the CAD
model of the input 2D shapes. The parameters used in the building
process are presented as follows. The type of the liquid resin was a clear
resin from Formlabs Inc. The feeding velocity of the wire was set at
v=1mm/s. The laser power P= 80 mW and the laser spot size was
500 µm. The curing depth d=1.5mm, and the width of the cured resin

w=3.5mm.
In Fig. 7(a), 20mm straight SMA wire was fed from a spool of wire

and, consequently, fixed to a substrate by the photocured resin in the
tank. In Fig. 7(b), the SMA wire was fixed by the solidified resin and
bent into an input polygonal shape. The SMA wire was fixed on the
substrate during the wire feeding and bending process so the bent wire
cannot bounce back or change to other shapes even under the bending
stress. The substrate in the experiments was a flat plastic platform that
was black to reduce the light reflection. The photocured resin stuck
firmly on the substrate and maintained the bent shape of the SMA wire.

7.2. Test cases using curves

To demonstrate the feasibility of using the VPP-based wire bending
process to fabricate shapes with 2D curves, we designed and fabricated
test cases using different letters. In Fig. 7(c), three wires were bent to
form a “USC” pattern. The wire bending of the curves was generated by
using multiple polygonal lines with small rotation angles. The feeding
velocity, laser power, and curing depth were the same as the para-
meters used in the simple test cases. The printing results demonstrate
the feasibility of bending a SMA wire into more complex shapes using
the developed wire bending system. If the bottom substrate is a pre-
fabricated 3D shape with a curved surface, the SMA wire can also be
bent into a 3D shape that conforms to the substrate surface.

In addition, from the bending results, we can see the shape of the
transparent resin fits well with the designed patterns. Although in the
test results, the precision of the bent wire is relatively low, we believe
the main reasons for the low precision of the bent wire are due to the
inexpensive hardware components used in the prototype system, and
the assembly errors especially the one between the laser and the rotary
axis.

7.3. Discrete sealing fixtures in wire bending

By using the air bubble assisted separation process, the separation
force of the immersed VPP tool is significantly reduced. However, the
air-bubble-assisted separation makes the shape of the polymer fixtures
difficult to control since the shape of the sealing resin is defined by the
air bubble during the photocuring process. Fig. 7(d) shows the de-
formation of an air bubble during the laser nozzle movement. Conse-
quently, the deformation of the air bubble will change the shape of the
photocured resin, and we will not be able to fabricate polymer fixtures
with consistent shapes and controllable thickness.

In order to achieve consistent sealing fixtures to secure the SMA
wire on the substrate, we replaced the continuous fixturing, which was
fabricated by keeping the laser constantly on, with the discrete

Fig. 5. Air bubble separation. (a) Separation issue of cured resin sticking on the laser tip; (b) the bubble-assisted VPP tool separation; (c) the separation process using
an air bubble; and (d) the test result of a fixed line on a flat surface.

Table 3
Flexinol Actuator wire technical data.

Diameter (mm) Resistance (Ohms/meter) Pulling force when heated (grams)

0.025 1425 8.9
0.038 890 20
0.050 500 36
0.076 232 80
0.10 126 143
0.15 75 321
0.20 29 570
0.25 18.5 891

Fig. 6. The prototype system constructed for the VPP-based SMA wire bending
process with the air bubble control and wire feeding systems.
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fixturing, which was fabricated by turning the laser on only when a
stable air bubble has been formed with no laser nozzle movement.
Hence, rather than fixed the wire by a continuous resin line, the SMA
wire is now fixed by a set of discrete photocured dots. In the wire
bending process, the laser cures the resin between the air bubble and
the substrate while the SMA wire extruder is stopped with no move-
ment. Then the laser will be turned off while the wire extruder is
moving to the next position to cure another dot. Finally, the SMA wire
will be sealed by a series of resin dots that can be planned by a fixture
design software.

Tests of using air bubbles to photocure discrete dots were performed
to study the shape of the fabricated polymer fixtures. The resin dots
with three different intervals were shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8(a–c) show the
discrete resin dots with 2mm, 3mm, and 5mm gaps, respectively,
between the fixture dots. The identical and repeatable shapes of the
sealing dots were fully defined by the bubble volume and the laser
guide tube height. The use of the discrete resin dots as the SMA wire
fixtures increases the robustness of the wire bending process. Fig. 8(d)
shows a bent SMA wire using the discrete resin dots as the sealing and
fixing method. Based on the result, we can see the SMA wire can be
firmly fixed on the bottom substrate using a series of photocured resin
dots that were designed based on a given wire pattern.

After the wire was bent into the desired shape on the substrate, the
substrate was taken out and cleaned. Then the bent SMA was applied
with 1.6 A current to reach over 500 ℃, where the martensite structure
transforms into austenite. Finally, after finishing the SMA wire training
process, the fixing dots on SMA were removed using the aforemen-
tioned chemical solution. The bent SMA wire can accordingly memorize
the trained shape. After distorting the SMA wire into an arbitrary shape,
the trained SMA wire can recover its trained shape when the wire was
put into hot water with 80 ℃ (refer to Fig. 8g).

7.4. Result analysis

We studied the precision of the VPP-based wire bending process by
analyzing the shape difference between the bent SMA wire and the
nominal CAD model. A total of 300 sample points on the bent wire
before the SMA wire training were taken based on a photo of the wire.
We then used the image processing technique to compare the sampling
point positions on the bent wire with the nominal positions defined in
the CAD model. The corresponding points were calculated in terms of
their closest distance. The comparing result of the SMA wire before the
SMA training process is shown in Fig. 8(e). The error distribution is
shown in Fig. 8(f), which plots the errors in the bent wire in the se-
quence of the sample points along the SMA wire direction of letter ‘U’.
The average error of the bent SMA wire before training was 0.15mm.
The standard deviation of error was 0.0866mm, and the maximum
error was 0.44mm.

The bent SMA wire was then trained by raising its temperature to
over 500 ℃ to get the shape memory effect on the bent shape. After the
training, the memorized shape was compared with the target CAD
model. Fig. 8(g) shows the sample points of the SMA wire compared
with the nominal CAD model after the wire was recovered from a de-
formed shape. The corresponding error distribution is shown in
Fig. 8(h). The average error of the recovered SMA wire was 0.21mm.
The standard deviation of error was 0.114mm and the maximum error
was 0.64mm. The analysis shows that the VPP-based SMA wire bending
process has relatively high precision both before and after the SMA wire
training process.

The recovery process of the SMA wire introduced additional errors
to the wire bending result. Hence the average error increased as shown
in Fig. 8(g). The error distribution figure shows that the maximum error
occurs at the curved portion of the pattern. We believe one main reason
is the tube used in the SMA wire extruder was around 800 μm in

Fig. 7. Simple test cases. (a) Straight line test case; (b) polygonal line test case; (c) USC test case; and (d) bubble deformation during the printing process.
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diameter, which is much larger than the bent SMA wire size of 150 μm.
Hence it was difficult to accurately control the position of the SMA wire
inside the extruding tube during the wire bending process. When the
150 μm SMA was extruded out from the wire extruder, the position of
the SMA wire may have 650 μm variation. In the future, we plan to
build a set of customized tubes with different sizes for a given SMA wire
with a given diameter size. For example, for the 150 μm SMA wire, the
tube’s diameter size could be selected to be 200 μm. Consequently, the

error at the curved portions will be significantly reduced. However, the
tube needs to be replaced if SMA wires with different diameter sizes
need to be bent.

7.5. Test case using complex shapes

A test case of two combined letters was performed to demonstrate
the feasibility of using the VPP-based wire bender to fabricate more

Fig. 8. A test case of letter ‘U’. (a) The fixture using a set of polymer dots with 2mm gap; (b) a set of polymer dots with 3mm gap; (c) a set of polymer dots with 5mm
gap; (d) the U-shape test case; (e) the bent shape compared with the nominal shape before heat training; (f) the error distribution before heat training; (g) the
recovered shape compared with the nominal shape after heat training and shape recovery in a raised temperature; and (h) the error distribution after heat training
and shape recovery.
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complex shapes. In Fig. 9(a), the SMA wire was bent to form a “SC”
pattern. The wire bending of the designed curve was performed using
the developed SMA wire bending system. The feeding velocity, laser
power, and curing depth were the same as the parameters used in the
previous studies. The bent SMA wire is shown in Fig. 9(b). Finally, the
high-temperature training of the bent wire on the substrate was per-
formed (Fig. 9c). The test case further demonstrates the flexibility of
bending a SMA wire into a more complex 2D shape using the VPP-based
wire bending process.

8. Conclusion and future work

A new shape memory alloy wire bending process based on vat
photopolymerization has been presented. A novel air bubble-assisted
separation method was developed to reduce the detaching force of the
photocured fixtures during the wire bending process. A prototype
system that integrated both hardware and software systems has been
developed. Various wire bending test cases were performed. The test
results verified the feasibility of the VPP-based SMA wire bending
process for various designed 2D shapes. The precision of the wire
bending results has also been analyzed. The analysis results showed the
VPP-based SMA wire bending process can achieve high precision for
both before and after the SMA wire training process.

Some planned future work includes: (1) we will continue to increase
the wire bending precision by improving the developed prototype
system. Some main issues to be address include improving the assembly
accuracy of the hardware components used in the prototype system and
using a smaller extruder for given SMA wires; (2) we will test the
building capability of the wire bending system on some 3D test cases
based on customized substrates with curved surfaces; and (3) we will
investigate potential applications enabled by the numerically controlled
SMA wire bending system.
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